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What we’ll discuss today...

● Shared beliefs that are necessary to build a successful, 
inclusive environment for all students, including those 
with complex communication needs


● Strategies for introducing and creating an inclusive 
classroom environment and culture


● Practical tools, adaptations, and strategies for making 
curricular content available to all students


● Some cute kids!! 

LB
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Who is here?

LB

Linda Burkhart, Kate Gessling,  
Diana Mueller, Karen Park,  

and Cori Stell
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Linda Burkhart
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Kate Gessling: Teacher to Lily Grace and Milo
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Diana Mueller: Paraprofessional to Lily Grace
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! Mom to Lily Grace, age 10
! Partner to Mick
! Nonprofit sector professional
! Committed parent educator and 

advocate
! Training and education in AAC, 

emergent literacy, person- centered 
planning, and effective inclusive 
practices for students with complex 
support needs

! AAC educator for families and school 
teams

! Presenter at Closing The Gap, AS 
conferences, and local school 
districts

Cori Stell
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Karen Park
! Mom to 3 boys, including Milo 

(age 7). Partner to Peter.
! Financial services executive for 

over 22 years 
! Presenter at UCSF Rare 

Disease Symposium, 
interviewed by NPR, KQED, The 
Seattle Times and the Global 
Genes RARECast

! Co-author of:
○ “Gene Discovery for Mendelian 

Conditions” (Genetics in 
Medicine)

○ Bernstein whitepaper on 
special needs planning
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Ruby
● Has Angelman syndrome 
● Entered public school in a mod-severe SDC placement 
● High sensory needs, intense drive to chew and mouth inappropriate 

items 
● Low impulse control, regularly grabs at people and items within reach 
● Significant fine motor challenges – unable to properly grasp a pencil 

for writing, still developing a consistent point 
● PreK SLP assessment showed she could make choices between 2 to 

3 pictures, not ready for a communication device. 
● Easily distracted, often unable to attend to teacher-directed tasks 
● Epilepsy, reflux
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Kimi
● Has Angelman syndrome 
● 9 years old 
● Attends her neighborhood school in a general education classroom 
● Requires assistive technology and other tools/strategies to engage in 

classroom content and activities 
● Multi-modal communicator 

○ Began using a robust communication system in PreK, uses this to comment, request, direct, 
ask questions 

○ Also uses signs, gestures, vocalizations  
● Emerging reader and writer 
● Benefits from a sensory diet to support self-regulation  
● Engages in personally meaningful activities for 10 minutes or more
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Meet Ruby & Kimi

Medical vs. Social Model
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Meet Lily Grace

● Musical theatre performer 
● Train traveler 
● Surfer 
● Disney lover 
● Aquaphile 
● Engineer-in-the-making 
● Artist 
● Daughter, granddaughter, niece 
● Friend
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Meet Lily Grace
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Milo’s Journey: The Beginning

December 14, 2010: 
● won’t walk or talk by age 5” 
● Inserted a feeding tube even though he didn’t need it 
● 10 days in the NICU, misdiagnosed 
● Six surgeries in the first three years of his life 

Milo had global developmental delays from the start: 
● Hypotonia 
● Gross motor delays 
● Fine motor delays 

18 month old assessment: 
● “untestable” 
● “no noticeable cognition”

● Speech delays 
● Lack of protective reflexes 
● Lack of balance

KP
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Where are we now?

Can’t: 
● Write independently with a traditional pencil 
● Walk independently without standby assistance 
● Articulate spoken words clearly 

Syndrome still not “on the map”: 
● 10 families globally 
● KDM1A/LSD1 research efforts 
● “tribe formation”

KP
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Where are we now?

CAN: 
● 2nd grade General Education 
● Reading 
● Writing 
● Spelling 
● Math ? 
● Genuine friendships 

His ability to expressively communicate has been key to all of this!

KP
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Milo’s Communication Journey
● Speech therapy from babyhood; through preschool he had: 

○ Big Mac 
○ Augmentative Language Display (ALDs) 
○ Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) 
○ end of first year of preschool: “field of 4, not 8” 

Shift to robust language system: 
● June 2014: 12pp, 50 page PODD 

■ Engaged immediately that weekend! 

● February 2015: 20pp, 100 page PODD 
● January 2016: 48pp, 50 page PODD 

○ Full grammar, syntax etc. 
○ AAC in GenEd

KP
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Establishing  
Shared Beliefs and Values 

LB/KG
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© 2008 Helen Sanderson Associates 
Created by The Grove Consultants International 

CS

Belief in Inclusion
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© 2008 Helen Sanderson Associates 
Created by The Grove Consultants International 

Annotated by Erin Sheldon

CS
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Annotated by Erin Sheldon
CS
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© 2008 Helen Sanderson Associates 
Created by The Grove Consultants International CS
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See the Whole Person

● Understand that disability is a natural part of life 
● A diagnosis doesn’t tell you who that person is, what 

they know or can do, or what is possible 
● Every person brings a range and depth of 

experiences, strengths, and challenges 
● Have open expectations

CS
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Presume Competence
To presume competence is to acknowledge that all individuals 

have the ability to learn, to communicate, to participate in 
their own way. It means that we provide opportunities by 

creating accessible & inclusive spaces. 

To presume competence is to respect the value of human 
diversity. 

Not to presume competence is to actively harm. 

--Women’s Autism Network
KG
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Value Multi-Model Communication

● All of us use many different modes to communicate 
● We tend to use whatever is the most efficient way to 

communicate something in that moment 
● We need to value and respect every mode of 

communication 
● The goal isn’t AAC use. The goal is communication.

LB
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Autonomous Communication

Being able to say what I want to say,
to whoever I want to say it to, 
whenever, and however I want to say it
                                     - Gayle Porter

LB
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Respect, welcome, and celebrate 
differences across ALL students

● Some concepts - such as celebrating diversity and 
difference - may be taught explicitly in school 

● Other concepts are often taught less explicitly —
teachers and other adults demonstrate these beliefs 
and values in the ways they approach and interact with 
students

KG
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Establishing the 
Collaboration

CS
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Families Need the School Team to Know...

The road is hard. 
It’s a messy path. 
We want you as partners. 
You don’t have to have all the answers - but we need you 
to be open to listening and learning new things. 
We make mistakes ALL THE TIME – and you’re allowed 
to, too! 
We need you to truly see our child.

CS
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The School Team Needs Families To Know...

We are always on your team! 

We don’t know all the answers, but…we NEED your help and guidance! You 
are the expert on your child. 

We are only human, too! We will make mistakes. Use kindness, empathy and 
understanding when communicating with your school team and we will do 
the same.  

We struggle to maintain a work/life balance, so please help us do that so we 
can show up 110% for your kiddo. 

We also love to learn.

KG
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How We Developed Our Approach:  
Family Perspective

•Stay focused on the vision for our loved one. 
•Presume competence in the team.  
•Invite the school team to partner with us. This must be 

a genuine invitation. 
•Collaborate. Problem-solving together.  
•Ask real questions. Be open to learning. Be curious. 
•Communicate. LISTEN. 
•Know where we can bend and where we cannot. 
•Be ready to advocate. 
•Offer whatever support is feasible and welcome.

CS
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How We Developed Our Approach:  
School Team Perspective

○ Ask questions, be humble and flexible!  
○ Keep the student in the center of your work.  
○ Ask our students, ask our fellow educators, and ask our 

families what their child loves to do and how they learn best. 
○ Then take their advice and try it out in the classroom- 

even invite families in to support the team! 
○ Build relationships and trust through open communication. 
○ Keep an open heart, an open mind and think of creative 

solutions to challenges TOGETHER!  
○ Share our learning with other school stakeholders to 

establish shared vision and practices. 
KG
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Staff Collaboration and School Culture
WEST PORTAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL’S MISSION IS TO:

! USE CURRENT RESEARCH-DRIVEN PRACTICES TO 
COLLABORATIVELY CREATE A KIND, CARING, AND INCLUSIVE 
LEARNING COMMUNITY.

! ENSURE EVERY STUDENT APPROACHES CHALLENGES WITH A 
GROWTH MINDSET AND HAS A STRONG SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
FOUNDATION.

! PROVIDE LEARNING THAT IS STUDENT-CENTERED, JOYFUL, AND 
EQUITABLE FOR ALL. 

KG
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Introducing AAC  
to the Classroom

LB
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Create an Aided-Language Learning Environment

● Model general receptive language (Robust Language 
System) 

● Variety of genuine messages and functions 
● Range of environments and partners 
● Talk to the child and others around the child 
● At any time 
● Genuine interaction 
● Immersion

LB
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No individual is too “low” too 
“young” too “severe” or too anything 
to be exposed to a robust language 
input in a form that he/she may be 
able to learn to use as a means of 

expressive communication
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What is a Robust Language System?

• Enables expression of a full range of communicative 
functions 

• Includes both core and content vocabulary  

• Has a clear pattern of organization for navigating to needed 
vocabulary 

• Access to the alphabet 

• Allows for growth without changing the whole system

38

Aided Language Stimulation 
(Partner Augmented Input)

● Partners need to use the robust system to talk to the 
individual in everyday natural contexts  

● Using the robust language system to talk to the individual 
teaches the patterns within the system as well as how 
aided-language works in real contexts 

● Receptive use of the AAC system should focus upon 
context and mapping language on to observed behavior 
and attention of the individual

LB
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Model general receptive input with no 
expectation that the child will say 

anything particular at that time.  Model 
ideas of what to say - kid talk.  This 
is very different from a Mand Model

LB
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Another Way to Introduce AAC

● Start with conversations about 
the many ways we communicate 
○ “What language do you speak 

at home?”  
○ “What does your body say?” 

● Read age-respectful stories that 
center on characters that use 
AAC — and talked about what 
they were learning

KG
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● Introduce the specific AAC system/device 
● Discuss the basics of use - logic of the 

system and how it works 
● Explore the system together - show how 

we talk with AAC and invite others to help 
build messages  

● Call on classmates who know the system 
to help students who were newer to AAC, 
“peer experts” 

● Do fun activities and play games using 
AAC

KG
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Headbandz

Milo’s classmate had “apple” 
as their clue card, and Milo 
was the “guesser!”

Classmate’s card was a “school bus” 
and Milo explained what the school 
bus does  

KG
(See Video #1) 

http://lindaburkhart.com/index.php/handout-aac-users-and-the-inclusive-classroom/
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BINGO

Students used 
PODD to ask 
and answer 
questions about 
themselves on 
the BINGO 
sheet

KG
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Modeling by Peers

“The use of AAC by peers to provide augmented input was 
associated with stronger language growth; the use of prompting 
and question asking by teachers was associated with weaker 
language growth” 

Barker, Akaba, Brady & Thiemann-Bourque (2013 p334)  
(71 children with developmental disabilities over 2 years) 

KG
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Be explicit that 
EVERYONE 

is invited to use the 
AAC devices in the 

classroom!
KG
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Everybody Speaks AAC Here

DM
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Making AAC part of the students’ day-to-day experience: 
Everybody speaks AAC here!   

“Model with intent to connect with the individual, not to teach him something”   
Linda Burkhart

● Several light-tech AAC books and talkers in the classroom 
● Encourage use by students and adults 
● Light Tech and High Tech Always within hands reach  
● Share thoughts, ideas, observations, feelings, etc... with each other  

                  ...by modeling with the student’s words 
DM
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Creating Classroom Culture First Begins with 
Creating a Relationship with the Student

How?  
● I begin where the student is and go from there 
● I presume potential and I believe in the student, I also let the student know 

this 
● I work to gain the student’s trust by listening, noticing, advocating and 

defending 
● I try to anticipate a want, need or ask 
● I pay attention to as many cues as possible that the student is sending 
● I will ask the student for help if I am not sure about something  
● It is not about me or what I want to accomplish.   

...It is all about the student
DM
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Creating Belonging, Friendship and Learning 

I work under the premise that...  

If we foster student independence and  

attend to the sensory, social and emotional needs of students  

we create belonging within their community  

and therefore create a better,  

more equitable learning environment.

DM
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Fostering Student Independence  
academically and socially 

What is the goal?  
Complete assignment / para is student’s partner  

vs. 
 Working on content at level that is aligned with IEP goals while creating student community 

We ask ourselves: 
Can the task be done independently?  

What are some content-specific modifications/adaptations?  
If I am sitting next to student, do I really need to? Can I pop in and pop out? 

When can I move away? 
What changes can I make so student could participate or function more independently? 

How can I structure support to be peer to peer interaction?
DM
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Recess and Lunch:  Follow student’s lead 

support conversations with peers  

allow independence to choose what to do 

snack/lunch opening and eating independently 

 para placement in relation to peers 

 conversations not only about lunch 

 Peers notice independence 
during these times and in 

hallway transitions.
DM
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We are willing and ready to connect with 
other kids, and adults must quietly step 
into the background, camouflaging their 

help as a tiger who may hide in full view.  
It’s the needed disguise of the adult who 

smoothes the way for friendship, then 
stands back in the shadows, observing the 
complicated dance of steps taking you to 

the feeling of confidence. 
--Jamie Burke, a student with autism, 

who attended Syracuse University 
          (Tashie, Shapiro-Barnard, & 

Rosetti, 2008, p. 185) 

DM
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Some Ideas that May Help Eliminate the  
“Mysterious Force Field” 

I try never to do for students what students can do for themselves: 

open backpack ⧫ put finished work in the appropriate bin ⧫  
⧫ put chewy in own mouth ⧫ carry own snack/lunch ⧫  

⧫ open lunch box and food containers ⧫ feed self, write own 
name ⧫ choose own partners ⧫ choose library book ⧫  

⧫ choose topic to write about, picture to drop into writing 
assignment, comment on something, etc...   

DM
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Some Ideas that May Help Eliminate the  
“Mysterious Force Field” 

I try never to do for students what students can do for themselves:

•Never hand over hand, my hand is 
underneath student’s.   

•Allow to walk freely in hallway 
(not holding hand) or up/down 
stairs (but carefully spotting). 

•Be allowed to get scooped up by 
friends walking to/from class, PE, 
recess or lunch. 

DM
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Some Ideas that May Help Eliminate the  
“Mysterious Force Field” 

I try never to do for students what students can do for themselves: 

Be the “Go-Between” not the barrier - facilitate peer 
relationships. 

Peer is partner, not adult - same expectations - classroom, 
hallway, bathroom. 

Direct questions toward student, not adult

DM
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How to Involve The General Education Teacher
All students should feel like they are seen and heard by 
their classroom teachers, which includes using AAC in 

day-to-day activities!
● Explicitly talk about this point with the teacher because they might feel like they don’t 

know the “right” thing to say or do 
● Chat with other adults and students using AAC 

Here’s what worked: 

● Read alouds to comment on character’s actions/feelings  
● Classroom visuals with AAC system symbols 
● Community circles where everyone participates using AAC 
● Greetings and goodbyes at the door using PODD

KG
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How Other Children Benefit

“Don’t want to use my words” 
● Mild-mannered 6 year old 
● Bad day at Mandarin Immersion 
● Parents, Instructor puzzled 
● Child would not speak 
● GenEd teacher offered PODD: 

○ “Confused” 
○ “Frustrated” 
○ “Upset”’l

“[Dysgraphia]” 
● 6 year old who wrote in symbols, not 

letters 
● Had to write an apology letter 
● Independently grabbed a PODD: 

○ “I’m sorry” 
○ “You are crying”

“Quiet time” 
● Kinder quiet time 
● Kids competed to grab PODDs to 

talk

“ELL/ESL” 
● Reinforce spelling and sentence 

structure 
● High frequency words and phrases 
● Confidence booster 

“Spelling Debates” 
● “Is it  t-h-e-r-e  or  t-h-e-i-r?” 
● Grabbed PODDs to resolve

KP/KG
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Reinforcement outside of school

CS
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Reinforcement outside of school

73

Engineering the Environment

KP
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Lots of AAC Systems Available for Everyone to Use

KP
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Sensory processing, self-regulation, and  
impulse control - Evaluate each individual 

● Differences in how they process the world 
● Challenges with knowing where their body is in space 

(reduced proprioceptive feedback) 
● Sensory seeking / Sensory avoiding / mixed 
● Need to Move / vestibular 
● Need to touch and to explore the world

LB
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Sensory processing, self-regulation, and 
impulse control 

● Auditory processing challenges - need visual supports to 
augment understanding of speech 

● Difficulty looking and listening at the same time 
● Difficulty looking and touching at the same time

LB
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Self-Regulation, Not Compliance 

● We need our children to learn how to regulate 
themselves 

● They also need to learn that they have the right to say 
“no” AND have it respected 

● People with disabilities – especially women with 
disabilities – are at very high risk for abuse 

● We need people with disabilities to know they have a 
right to self-determination

CS
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Addressing Sensory Needs Helps with Self Regulation 

Keeping in mind student’s sensory needs, we are flexible to where 
and how we allow student to work on assignments  

and participate in class discussions

DM
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Sensory Supports in the Classroom

DM
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Sensory Pages in AAC

DM
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Self-Talk Reminders

DM
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Zones of Regulation

KG
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Zones of Regulation
Pictello used by classmates to make a “Zones of Regulation”  book

KG
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Visual Considerations:  

Clutter 

Lighting 

Glare

LB

Photo: http://sweetkindergarten.blogspot.com
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Physical Accommodations
○ Milo has low muscle tone, poor balance, tires more easily than other kids 
○ The pace of movement and transitions increases in 2nd grade 
○ Accomodations in the spirit of inclusion: 

■ Having a buddy walk with him (at a slower pace) 
■ On tired days, buddy can stay back and have lunch in the classroom 

● Wheelchair as backup 
■ Expect fewer physical transitions: use rolling chair vs. stand up / sit down 
■ Elevator instead of stairs when appropriate

KP
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Tools, Strategies, and Adaptations

KG
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Visual support for 
task steps and 

sequences 
(on the back) 

Steps in Name Signing:    

1. Choose a pencil 

2. Find a spot to sign your 
name 

3. Sign your name  

Remember to model how 
you’d write 
Lily Grace’s name after she 
signs. 

4. Finished 

(on the back) 
Steps in Writing:    

1. Choose a pencil, a 
topic 

2. Talk about the topic 

3. Write about the topic 

4. Show or share your 
writing with someone 

Publish work...in the 
classroom, by sending it 
home, hanging on the 
fridge, etc. 

KG
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Visual Supports on Desk

DM
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Making Curricular Content Accessible: DTM

● Descriptive Teaching 
Method helped make 
curriculum accessible 
by focusing on 
language already 
embedded in student’s 
AAC System 

● Easily made into group 
work with everyone 
sharing ideas with 
PODD and writing on 
the concept map 

● Graphic Organizer 
helpful for pre-writing

KG
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Alternative Pencils

CS
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Describe Your Pet

(Feb 2018)

DM
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Abilipad

DM
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DM
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DM
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  Classmates collaborate on short story in Abilipad 

DM
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Writing with Abilipad
Sarah, grade 1, writing about the 
garden

Milo, grade 1, writing about his time 
on the carousel at Gilroy Gardens

(See Video #2) (See Video #3)
http://lindaburkhart.com/index.php/handout-aac-users-and-the-inclusive-classroom/ 
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Writing 

Lily Grace, grade 1, writing and 
talking with Abilipad

Lily Grace, grade 4, writing using PODD and adult 
dictation

KG
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Predictable Chart Writing in Communication Group

KG

(See Video #4) Note use of hand-uinder-hand (See Video #5)

http://lindaburkhart.com/index.php/handout-aac-users-and-the-inclusive-classroom/ 
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Alpha-Awareness

GoTalkNow: ABC Book

KG
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Phonemic Awareness

● Scavenger hunt 
around the school 
finding and talking 
about things that start 
with each letter  

● Embedded in 
GoTalkNow Alphabet 
Book

KG

(See Video #6)

http://lindaburkhart.com/index.php/handout-aac-users-and-the-inclusive-classroom/ 
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Phonemic Awareness

C A T
FL A T

Jack Hartmann Music 
Channel - Word Family 
VIdeos

Hands-on “word family” materials and 
intentional modeling of “consonant 
blends”

Milo 2nd grade spelling

KG

(See Video #7)

http://lindaburkhart.com/index.php/handout-aac-users-and-the-inclusive-classroom/ 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkUunCjP3Hs 
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Story Telling with GoTalk Now
“What I Did This Summer” 

KP
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Storytelling with Pictello 

CS
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Reading

Lily Grace’s Pictello “About Me” Folder

Tarheel Reader for content-specific and independent 
reading

KG
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CS

We must provide instruction in ways that enable 
ALL students to participate  

● Every instruction needs to give all students a clear way that 
they can follow it and meet expectations.  

● For a student with CCN, this lets them and their classmates 
know that everyone is expected to participate. 

● If an instruction is given with no way for Lily Grace to follow 
it, we aren’t including her in that opportunity. 

107

● Vital that all students 
see these tools and 
strategies being made 
available to and used by 
others, both adults and 
peers 

● Provides models to learn 
from AND validates tools 
and strategies primarily 
introduced for the 
student with complex 
support needs. 

CS

Tools Should be Available to ALL Students

108

Peer Support

Importance of AAC Use with Peers 
“...with support, children who use AAC and their peers 
could interact more frequently during the school day.”   

“...the highest quality of evidence and best outcomes were 
in studies…<that> used peer-mediated components, which 
highlights the importance of providing training for peers 
when working to improve peer interaction for children who 

use aided AAC”

DM
—Therrion, Light, & Pope, AAC Journal, June, 2016

109

Classmates using PODD to share thoughts and feelings  
during  

Community Building Circle

DM
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AAC during PE? Yes, please!

DM
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Planning

KG

112
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Person-Centered Thinking and Planning

● A process-oriented approach that supports people with 
disabilities to be in charge of defining the direction for 
their lives. 

● Vision first, then supports to realize it. 
● If we let the vision lead us, we can make choices about 

priorities, support strategies, and more that keep us on 
the path toward this vision.

CS
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Person-Centered Reviews

● Make sure that we’re truly taking into account the 
experiences of the person, their family and those supporting 
them when reviewing how well things are going 

● Create an environment where people are made to feel 
comfortable in expressing themselves honestly 

● Develop actions that are based on experiences and learning, 
leading to an environment where we’re constantly improving 
our support 

--Helen Sanderson Associates, http://helensandersonassociates.co.uk

CS
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Person-Centered Reviews

KG
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Person-Centered Review 
Pages

KG
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Spectrum of Lily Grace

Adapted from “Spectrum of Maggie” created by Erin SheldonCS/DM

117
KG
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AAC and AT Implementation Plans

KG

119

Modeling Calendar

KG
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School Team Planning - Weekly Literacy Plan

DM/KG
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Data Collection and 
Assessment 

Dynamic Assessment

LB
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Literacy

● Start where you 
are: Bridge 
Assessment, 
Center for 
Disability and 
Literacy Studies, 
UNC

KG
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Literacy

● Keep a portfolio  
● Capture key data and 

observations about 
each piece of writing

KG/DM
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Communication and AAC
● Language 

Sampling - 
capture key 
data about Lily 
Grace’s 
autonomous 
communication 

● Observation 
data

KG/DM
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Assume the child has something 
to say,

it is our job to facilitate it.
-Linda Burkhart
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Thank you! 
linda@LBurkhart.com 

kategessling@gmail.com   
muellerd@sfusd.edu 

ms.karen.park@gmail.com 
cori.stell73@gmail.com 

Handout at: 
www.Lburkhart.com 
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